
 
 
 

 
 

 
"What kept jumping out at me was the solid writing. Lombardi’s twangy country/folk/rock songs are 
packed with vivid imagery, quirky lines, and unexpected descriptions." - Indie-Music.com 
 
"With a soulfully distinct voice and a well-sharpened songwriter’s pencil...Lombardi's vocal style and 
instrumentation are right up the alley for fans of everyone from The Pretenders to The Jayhawks...It 
would be all too easy to compare Lombardi to other female vocalists, but her work shows surprising 
depth, passion, and self-awareness. The tunes range from Americana to rock to pop effortlessly. " 
 - Good Times Magazine 
 
"A gem of a folk rock record...Despite a definitive alt-country style, Lombardi certainly sounds like she 
has been influenced by 90's alternative and grunge rock...something akin to Throwing Muses or Liz 
Phair if they played country music." - Perpetual Toxins Magazine 
 
"Ranging from ballads to acoustic folk rock... (On The Fringe is) a mixture of folk, country and pop 
with incredible sharp lyrics. Deborah takes on some Alt.Country vibes, that are certainly not to be 
missed and will please fans of the Jayhawks and assorted outfits." - www.billybop.be 
 
"Lombardi’s compositions are very listener-friendly, almost immediately familiar and accessible even as 
they are personal and introspective...Lombardi’s lyrics, even at their most personal and introspective, 
should by rights have other vocalists knocking at her door." - music-reviewer.com 

 
“I love Deborah’s eclectic sound of Country, Pop, Rock, Folk & a lil ting of Jazz!...Great music and 
multi-talented!” - R.G. Major, Urban Buzz Magazine 

 
 

Look inside for a sampling of Deborah’s press placements. 
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DEMOLITION: 
Local CD Reviews 
 

Deborah Lombardi 
On The Fringe  

This is the debut full-length from Sound Beach’s Deborah 
Lombardi, a singer-songwriter who combines her musical talents on 
guitar and piano with a soulfully distinct voice and a well-sharpened 
songwriter’s pencil. She was the focus of a Long Island Spotlight 
cover feature in March. 
 
On the Fringe finds Lombardi at one of life’s crossroads, using her 
heart and her guitar as the compass to point her in the right 
direction. This is certainly felt on “Keep Lookin,” where she sings 
about seeing “warning signs” on the road and thinking aloud to a 
lover: “I can’t keep myself from feelin’ ashamed, and I can’t help 
you unless you want to change.” She wanders further on down the 
road by tackling issues of negative body image in “Almost Beautiful,” chastising a culture that demands 
beauty despite the fact that it’s too vague to define. On “City Limits,” Lombardi drives home the alt-
country vibe and down-and-out relationship angst that have earned her comparisons to Lucinda Williams. 
 
Where Williams had producers and collaborators such as Roy Bittan, Lombardi has the unimpeachable 
Doug Kwartler, who plays bass, drums, keyboards, and guitars on top of his producing and mixing duties. 
Kwartler doesn’t need to steal the show – not when he has such a powerful voice in the front of his mixes. 
 
Throughout the record, there are suggestions that Lombardi is knocking at a door of opportunity, so close 
to figuring out the sham and confusion of life only to open another door to find more questions and 
puzzles. Her yearning on the rolling, fiddle-driven “My Dog’s Life” builds on these feelings of 
uncertainty. In a vocal style quite similar to Chrissie Hynde, she sings, “Could it be the biggest thing you 
fear, barking at the noise no one could hear,” alluding perhaps to her own self-doubts. 
 
However, On the Fringe is just a title. Lombardi’s vocal style and instrumentation are anything but 
“fringe music,” and are right up the alley for fans of everyone from The Pretenders to The Jayhawks. 
Despite the fact that Lombardi keeps trying to pick the magic door that is going to lead her to answers, 
this fantastic full-length debut proves that it’s only a matter of time until she breaks on through. 
 
For more on Deborah Lombardi, log on to her website, deborahlombardi.com, where this CD is available. 
– Bill Reese  
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Quote: "What kept jumping out at me was the solid writing. Lombardi’s twangy 
country/folk/rock songs are packed with vivid imagery, quirky lines, and unexpected 
descriptions." 
 
By Jennifer Layton  
 
This is one of those “wow” CDs where I’m faced with an artist who’s so talented that I’m not sure where to start. 
Whenever I get a CD like this, I have to wonder why the artist needs to turn to an indie music site for press. Deborah 
Lombardi should be touring with the Dixie Chicks. Maybe if we indie writers raise enough chatter, we can get the 
ball rolling. 
 
What kept jumping out at me was the solid writing. Lombardi’s twangy country/folk/rock songs are packed with 
vivid imagery, quirky lines, and unexpected descriptions. (I want to thank her for including the lyrics with the CD. 
Plenty of times I snatched up the lyric sheet thinking, did she just say what I think she said?) 
 
From “City Limits”: “Somewhere there’s a stench of laughter rising.” When the town is as dark and dead-end as she 
describes, I can just smell it. Later, in an attitude-laden ode to a boyfriend with a wandering eye, she avoids the self-
pity and goes right for the zingers: “Get a magazine and some privacy if you think that’s better than the real thing.” 
We also get a clever point of view in “My Dog’s Life,” knowing how much healthier she’d be mentally if she just 
looked at life she way the dog does, with no concept of time and no expectation of love being anything less than 
unconditional.  
 
Then there’s that voice. It grabbed me from the first note and captivated me all the way through. Kinda sweet, kinda 
husky, very twangy and sensual, with a steel spine beneath. Lombardi tackles a lot of sad topics and memories, but 
that voice never breaks. There’s a bit of bitterness, some nostalgia, a few flashes of anger, but no whining.  
 
If she were only allowed one song to represent herself, I’d recommend “City on the Potomac.” This lovely piano 
ballad sums up everything that works about this artist. I immediately connected to this song about putting dreams on 
hold and still finding a place where she belongs and remembers fondly. Emotions don’t always make logical sense, 
and as the song ends, she’s moved to a safer place but still longs for what she had before. I like that she doesn’t try 
to analyze it. She’s just singing what’s real, and the result is a heartbreakingly beautiful song. (“If I could not get by, 
how come each time I cry, leaving my city on the Potomac?”) 
 
I’m glad some big names are taking notice of this indie one. Her songs have been featured on Animal Planet, and 
she’s placed in some pretty big songwriting contests, including VH1’s Song of the Year Contest and the Billboard 
Songwriting Contest. So the chatter is getting louder. I’m adding my voice to it. Grab a copy of this CD and start 
getting the word out.  
http://www.deborahlombardi.com 
 
The URL for this story is: http://www.indie-music.com/modules.php?name=News&file=article&sid=5455 




